Communication for
Connection & Growth
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Creating energised, electrifying spaces of innovation,
achievement and contribution.

Christen Killick flew as a commercial
pilot for almost two decades and now
applies the Communication skills and
principles she gained during her career
in commercial aviation to human capital
management at executive level through
Making Teams Work.
She has helped a variety of organisations
refocus their processes and systems for
efficiency, effectiveness, and growth.
Her approach to leadership
development is to position her services
as a catalyst for change and managing its
effects. At Making Teams Work, change
is viewed positively and has the
potential to transition an organisation
from good to great!
The Making Teams Work approach involves assembling, assessing and streamlining teams;
finding common purpose; providing direction and drive, structure and cohesion, passion
and productivity. Christen brings with her not only a new perspective but an infectious
liveliness and refreshing clarity that will help focus any executive team in achieving their
vision and goals.

a new look at strategy and communication

Business Introduction

Strengthening the Foundation | Realigning the Future

Communication & Culture are the foundation of everything we do as an individual, as a small business, as a large corporate
…as a brand!
If you’ve every tried to implement something you’re passionate about, only to find that it feels
like dragging your team through molasses, you’ll understand there’s truth in the expression that
“Culture eats strategy for breakfast”. Our team culture is unique to us, as are the values our
business operates by and exudes. They underpin (or undermine) everything we do.
What if our work places could be energised, electrifying
spaces of innovation and achievement regardless of the
challenges in our environment? Could our teams be hubs of
co-operative, collaborative and creative instinct? Is it possible
to streamline our organizational cultures into agile, efficient,
coordinated organisms that respond to change positively?

Communication
& Culture
The foundation for everything
you do as an individual; as a small
business; as a large corporate
…as a brand!

Defining and actioning this process can be exceptionally difficult, if not impossible, to do from the
inside of your business where different mindsets and agendas exist. Allow Making Teams Work
to guide and facilitate this process for you.
Taking its foundation from the principles and tools Aviation uses to pull their flight crews
together, Making Teams Work helps you to:
•

Align practises with principles – energising your team to achieve your strategy

•

Invest time in conceptualising the greater purpose of your business and creating a foundation
for stability

•

Engage your team in finding their commonalities

•

Encourage different groups to work together for their shared goals

•

Help people see the links among their talents, their actions, their mission, and the success of
the larger group or business

•

Give voice to your beliefs and take action on your values

•

Change the mindset of those who think in terms of “us” and “them”

•

Break down silos that prevent shared knowledge across industry, functional, and hierarchical
divisions within or between businesses (When people believe in what they are doing and feel
like they are part of something bigger, commitment to achievement is enhanced)

•

Reduce stress by reducing conflict and friction

•

Increase the strength of a group in its ability to respectfully bring a variety of ideas to the
table

•

Stimulate personal and group excellence – taking something strong and making it superb

MTW Overview

In an economy where the goals set for the year have
changed by Wednesday, MTW works with senior
management teams to help them set focused, strategic
trajectories in sync with their values, identity and
business goals.

Who We Are
MTW steers leadership teams through change and performance management by cultivating
smart business cultures that set focused and coordinated trajectories for their organisations to
follow. Our aim is to provide consolidation, increase collaboration, create equilibrium, direction
and drive that allows you to reach defined growth goals with clarity.

Philosophy
The MTW approach to leadership development employs communication principles drawn from
more than 18 years of experience in Commercial Aviation. These methods, when applied in
business, create clear, agile, innovative and efficient systems and processes that help
organisations map resilient responses to changing environments while driving growth and
performance. The end result is an intuitive acumen that sets standards for success, guiding the
leadership team towards realising their vision in sync with their staff and on target with their
strategy. Christen Killick, MTW’s founder, is an Agent for Change – guiding, facilitating and
supporting this strategic journey.

The Promise
MTW is centred on linking the needs of team members to the
accomplishment of the goals of their business. Team cultures
and the communications that drive them are not all created
equal. Just as you would evaluate a journey by road
differently to a journey by air, culture that leads to growth is
in a class of its own.

The Promise cont…
At Making Teams Work, we believe that smart or intelligent business culture is the foundation of
success. It creates the connection and impetus for a team to move forward powerfully.
Developing healthy team relationships which harness meaningful connection, trust and
cooperation, enable teams to buy into and pursue growth with increased performance. This
connection is essentially the grease that allows the cogs of business to turn smoothly. A
necessary part of this process is embracing the core values of the organisation and making the
changes required to align practises with principles.
Internal culture and communication are not solutions alone. They must be linked to clarity of
direction, defined goals, responsibility and strategy – specific, measurable results. Renewed
clarity on business goals and connection of the team to these goals enables growth.
Like the compass of an aircraft, our teams require recalibrating and realigning occasionally.
Perhaps you’ve discovered you’re not as ”on course” as you’d like to be. Perhaps you’ve merged
with different business cultures and need to redefine a new one. Perhaps all you need is
realigned drive and direction.
Because you need to focus on your business, processes like these demand an Agent for Change
to guide and facilitate the journey. Making Teams Work commits to fulfil this role with an
emphasis on energising people, building strong relationships that serve the organisation’s vision
and navigate change positively, and defining clear strategy with which to move forward.
Making Teams Work helps you address both the hard cogs of bottom lines, systems and
processes AND the culture and communication that grease their working.

“During any given flight, crews who may not have met each other previously are
expected to bridge numerous differences in understanding, cultural background,
values and personal judgement in order to operate safely and efficiently. Added
to this equation are unpredictable external factors such as weather and routing,
traffic, cargo and passenger needs, company financial expectations, technical
issues and sometimes, emergency situations. Sounds a lot like business!”
(Christen Killick)

Outcomes

Because leaders need to focus on specific outcomes,
let’s discuss the deliverables…

The Process
Christen Killick takes business teams through a 5 Step Process to Building a Powerhouse Team.
These steps are:

Communication
Connection
Growth
Truth
Team
Encouraging new communication within a team can be difficult from the inside. MTW provides
thought provoking and fun content to get the ball rolling without any underlying agenda,
creating conversations that start to connect team members to each other and to the business in
a new way. When direction is added to this renewed energy and connection by a structured
review of the business values, vision and goals, growth is triggered. The most important question
at the onset of this process is whether you’re ready for the growth this energy inspires.
The inevitable outcome of elevated communication, connection and growth is truth. Do you
have the right people in the right roles? Do you have the right people, period? What are the
stumbling blocks currently holding you back and how can you remove them? What do your team
members see that you’re currently unaware of? What opportunities become apparent when you
make each team member a true advocate for your business? Are you ready for this?
The final destination of this process is Team - a team engaged
with each other and with your business, aware of their own
need for growth and their specific responsibilities in the
achievement of your business goals. A team ready to create
space for innovation, autonomy, and success.

About Christen Killick

Flying is as much the love of my life as it is in my
genes. My love of planes is rivalled only by my passion
for people.

About Christen Killick
Christen Killick flew as a Commercial Pilot for almost two decades and now applies the skills and
principles she gained during her career in commercial aviation to human capital management at
executive level. As a Communications Strategist, she has helped a variety of organisations
refocus their processes and systems for efficiency, effectiveness, and growth. Her approach to
leadership development is to position her services as a catalyst for change and managing the
effects of that change.
At MTW, change is viewed positively and has the potential to transition an organisation from
good to great! The MTW package involves assembling, assessing and streamlining teams; finding
common purpose; providing direction and drive, structure and cohesion, passion and
productivity. Christen is a maximizer, taking something good and making it great. She brings
with her not only a new perspective but an infectious liveliness and refreshing clarity that will
help focus any executive team in achieving their vision and goals.
Using her wealth of aviation experience, Christen’s Communication, Culture and Change
Management Programs cover the necessary strategies you need to get the best performance
management in your business.

“I learnt how to fly planes before I could drive a car. Flying is as much the love of my life
as it is in my genes. My love of planes is rivalled only by my passion for people. Nothing
excites me more than igniting someone’s energy in their work, better yet, if that work is
something they love doing because it’s aligned with their strengths.”

The MTW Package

The Making Teams Work approach follows 5 distinct
phases that provide a critical path for achieving the
desired result of change and performance management.

1. Mapping The Journey – The Download Session
An initial “download” session is required between Christen and key team members to map the
journey. Much like itineraries are created to cater for the needs of groups of passengers headed
towards a destination, it is important to gain an overview of the business strategy, its stages of
implementation, the condition of the team and its delivery to key stakeholders. This allows for an
assessment of whether the organisation is actively and effectively headed towards its desired
destination, its vision.

2. Assembling The Crew – Communication & Culture Workshop
The MTW Communication and Culture Workshop is held for an organisation’s entire leadership
corps. Just as a crew is assembled before a journey, with tiers of communication and
engagement outlined in rules of engagement, supported by roles and responsibility, this session
brings together all those who will influence change at management level in the organisation. This
can be structured as a workshop over two days, or in smaller chunks over a 6 week period.
Comprehensive workbooks are provided, allowing the team to make notes as well as refer back
to the information and tools provided at a later date. This workshop expands thinking in the long
term as well as giving you tools for communication that can be used immediately.

3. Setting the Course – Alignment with Principles, Goals & Strategy
Following the Workshop, which gives people perspective as well as leaving them with tools they
can use immediately, Executive Team Sessions are planned to hone values, revisit the vision and
goals, and align responsibilities, actions and accountability. These sessions will be mapped out
according to the product of the Mapping The Journey session and “Crew” needs; but usually
consist of regular weekly sessions for an average of 10 weeks.

These sessions demarcate a course for the journey ahead – setting perspective, awareness and
clarity for the players involved in the culture transformation and business growth.

4. Taking Off – Growth & Dissemination
At this point the organisation undertakes a growth period as Dissemination of Culture and
Business Goals take place. Action is the emphasis of this phase. The related activities follow a
clear strategy, enforced by accountability, ensuring permeation of the culture and goals
throughout the business at all levels. This process of alignment includes examination of the 5
Year and Annual Goals for the business; departmental goals and needs; presentation of these
goals and needs which allow team members to find their departmental overlap and for
leadership to examine any possible issues or areas for support; and a comprehensive timeline
and accountability system to drive the goals.

5. Staying on Course – Monitoring the Process
Following these phases, monthly “course assessments” and adjustments are carried out to
monitor accountability, energy and effectiveness. Both Communication & Culture are habits
which require support and an ongoing process to change. Creating new habits requires
monitoring for continued success.
Program structure following the Initial Download Session and Communication & Culture
Workshop is usually tailored to the unique goals of your team. The contents of these phases are
also malleable to Corporate Breakaways, Teambuilding Sessions etc.
Please contact Christen directly for further information.

christen@makingteamswork.co | www.makingteamswork.co | +263 775 672 775

Programs

The phases described above are available on a
number of different levels:

Upping the Energy – The Renewal of Team
Without energy and an understanding of our team members, responsibility and direction, the
going can be very hard indeed. There are many things that sap our energy and snag up our
thinking over time and all teams could use a reset occasionally. Upping The Energy is designed to
do exactly that. Re-energise. Re-connect. Re-align.
•
•
•
•

Re-energise the energy and communication within your team
Reconnect your team to each other and to their purpose
Build awareness of your team's communication and culture
Refocus on what sets your team and business apart

This program is designed as a fun and rejuvenating shot to refresh the connection within your
team and start conversations that need to be had so that team members can "see" each other
and how they are connected.

The Leading Edge – Team and Strategy Alignment
Occasionally, our teams need a reboot. Whether what's required is a new energy, a renewed
direction, or both - achieving this from within can be nearly impossible. The Leading Edge
Program reconnects your team to each other and to what's important to your business, and then
connects that renewed energy to your goals and strategy.
•
•
•
•

Reconnect your team to each other and to their purpose
Build awareness of your team's communication and culture
Refocus on what sets your team and business apart
Recalibrate your way forward

Programs cont.

A continuation of the program phases available
depending on your team needs:

The Leading Edge - continued
• Clarify your goals and strategy
• Define responsibilities, timelines and accountability
This is a program to re-inject energy, break down silo mentality and regroup for a powerful push
forward. This program is ideal for businesses needing rejuvenation or change management;
businesses who have merged different teams together or partnered with other entities;
businesses brave enough to push through the uncertainty towards clarity and the powerful
growth it entails.
Delivered in 3 Phases, this program ensures that the change you wish to implement is fully
supported.
Phase 1 take your team through an in-depth look at why Communication & Culture are so
foundational and how they keep us from achieving the most awesome of strategies.
Phase 2 takes a renewed look at the direction and goals of the business and the value system
with which it operates, aligning principles and practises and powerfully solidifying the base from
which you operate.
Phase 3 aligns the business goals and strategy to the team, making sure that each member has
perspective and understanding of their part in it and their effect on the whole. Timelines and
accountability are locked down for maximum clarity and monitoring of progress.

Programs cont.

A continuation of the program phases available
depending on your team needs:

LEGACY – Establishing Leadership Heritage
LEGACY is our crowning program aimed at leaders who create leaders and it’s intended for
businesses who are looking a considerable distance into the future.
Combining The Leading Edge's renewed energy, structure, cohesion and direction with an
extended program of leadership creation and fortification, this program’s aim is longevity. If
you'd like to solidify a succession plan, are looking to bolster your team and business for the
ultimate next level, or can see what it may be like to celebrate your business’s 100th birthday,
then LEGACY is for you.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Reconnect your team to each other and to their purpose
Build awareness of your team's communication and culture
Refocus on what sets your team and business apart
Recalibrate your way forward
Clarify your goals and strategy
Define responsibilities, timelines and accountability
Feed and strengthen leadership development to ensure a solid foundation for stability and
growth

This program includes the 3 Phases described in The Leading Edge as well as a tailor-made
approach to strengthen and solidify the leadership and dissemination thereof within your
business. Fortifying your foundation as well as mapping an extended journey forward, LEGACY is
about the combination of strong heritage and strong futures.

Roots and Wings.

Every business has its own story.
Each team is diverse.
Every journey is unique.
Christen Killick brings together the experience and insight
needed to deliver the tried and tested solutions that allow you
to make your unique journey powerful.
Powerful journeys are not for the faint-hearted. Powerful
teams are worth your investment.

christen@makingteamswork.co | www.makingteamswork.co | +263 775 672 775

